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Key Selling Points
Six step-by-step projects for making your own adorable miniature pooch
Needle felting is incredibly popular. Search Press has sold over £250k worth of needle felting titles in the last three years
Clear, simple and innovative techniques
Suitable for beginners and experts alike
Previously published as Pedigree Dogs in Needle Felt (9781782210344).

Description
Join Gai Button as she shares her secrets to needle felting adorable miniature dogs.

Using different wools, silks and fibres, and with just three needles, you can make all manner of realistic-looking dog breeds, including labradors,
pugs and poodles.

There are six dog projects in the book, and the techniques for making them are explained clearly with illustrated step-by-step instructions, along
with handy tips. Each dog also has to-scale templates included, so you can start needle felting your favourite pooch right away.

Needle felted dogs are easier to make than they look, making them suitable for beginners and confident felters alike!

About the Author
Gai Button is a sculptural artist who works in needlefelt, clay and other media. With a creative mind and love of animals great and small, Gai
used fur from her pet poodle to make her first little dogs before expanding her horizons to take in different wools, silks and fibres to make all
manner of creatures. Gai's needle-felted dogs are in collections all around the world, and she has written a number of articles for both craft and
dog enthusiast magazines. She holds craft workshops in her studio near the sea and demonstrates across the UK.

Visit her website www.gaibutton.co.uk, or find her on Facebook @needlefeltinginkent
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